Lamoine Comprehensive Planning Committee
Minutes from December 6, 2018
Lamoine Town Hall

Meeting was called to order at 7:06, with Fred, Kathleen, Mike, Wanda and Bob in attendance. Fred reported that the town meeting was scheduled for March 20th, 2019 and that we would need another public hearing on Errors and Omissions as to meet deadline for being on the town warrant for March.
Consideration of the minutes from our November 12, 2018 meeting were approved with amendments. 5-0
Discussion on suggestions from Larry Libby, Ken Smith, Cynthia Donaldson and John Holt was held with agreement to make grammatical and wording changes ..... As well as addition of Young Childrens resolve from earlier town meeting to appendices.
Fred said the state review of the plan might be lengthy due to new administration in Augusta. Climate change wording and what we already had in plan was discussed.
Adding some words and sentences to shorefront neighborhoods and location of streams brought some good thoughts forward. Some duplications were noted and appropriate deletions made.
Fred will arrange to compile list of corrections of errors and omissions by Monday the 10th. He will contact Rick with changes.
The public hearing for the Correction of Errors and Omissions was set for Wednesday Jan. 2nd 2019 at 6:30. The LCPC will meet immediately following the public hearing.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert W Christie